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“Critics of the convention method have argued that it is an untried process and, therefore, must be
dangerous. They argue that a convention could ‘run away’ beyond its mandate, rewrite the entire
Constitution, and even repeal the Bill of Rights. Such charges are not only unfounded, but they also
show a strong distrust of democracy and a fear of the voter's judgment. Although the claims that a
convention will repeal the Bill of Rights, or other similar behavior, are groundless, their constant
repetition gives people qualms. Thus, this issue deserves detailed analysis.” - Ronald Rotunda, author
of the prominent Treatise on Constitutional Law.1
100% of peer reviewed sources agree: the idea that a limited convention call could result in an amendment
on a different topic would be like NASA failing to put a man on the moon by accidentally landing him safely
on Mars. What follows is a very brief summary of this research, showing first the theoretical basis for the
limitation and then a selection of the practical tools to enforce it. Unfortunately, the echo chamber of Article
V Convention opponents has been so loud for so long that it is now easy for even those who are ordinarily
reliable to have preconceived notions of the so called “risks” of a convention. Once this notion is established,
it becomes easy, even with the best of intentions, to believe sources without checking or to ignore context
behind quotations. Confirmation bias is part of human nature. This paper summarizes the three types of
sources most commonly used for well meaning but mistaken research.

I. Theoretical grounding of the limitations on the convention process:

A. The Equality Argument:
“The ‘equality argument’ takes it as a given that Congress is free to propose single amendments limited to a
single topic… . If the states are equally able to initiate the amendment process, the states should be equally
able to limit the subject matter of proposed amendments. The structure and history of Article V fully support
the basic premise of the equality [argument].”2
B. The Consensus Argument:
“The text of Article V demonstrates that a substantial national consensus must be present in order to adopt a
constitutional amendment. The necessity for a consensus is underscored by the requirement of a two-thirds
vote in each House of Congress or applications for a convention from two-thirds of the state legislatures to
initiate an amendment, and by the requirement of ratification by three-fourths of the states. From the
language of Article V we are led to the conclusion that there must be a consensus among the state
legislatures as to the subject matter of a convention before Congress is required to call one. To read Article V
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as requiring such agreement helps assure that an alteration of the Constitution proposed today has relation
to the sentiment and felt needs of today.”3

C. The Argument by Practice:
“The argument by practice points out that the state legislatures have consistently been interpreting Article V
as permitting limited conventions and that the U.S. Senate has twice unanimously passed a Constitutional
Convention Procedures Act that contained the same interpretation. Article V has a plain meaning that is
cognizable by elected officials at both the state and national levels, representing diverse parts of the country,
carried out over a long period of time.”4

II. A partial selection of practical tools to enforce limitations on the convention:

A. Tools of the States:
Ratification by 38 States is the last and strongest check on the Amendment process:
“The ratification process itself is thus the Statesʹ means of enforcing a subject-matter limit on a convention. If
the States determine that the convention exceeded its scope, they can refuse to ratify the proposed
amendments.”5
States have direct control over their delegates:
In Maryland, the Article VII Convention to ratify the United States Constitution noted that “the delegates
were 'under a sacred obligation' to vote according to the sentiments of their constituents... .”6 “Instructions
could tell delegates how to vote, or they might provide more general directions on what the [constituency]
wanted its delegates to do at the convention.”7

B. Tools of the Delegates:
Formulation of the Language by 50 States are a Check on the 34 Calling the Convention:
“If the determination of necessity for change is made by the states, the concrete proposal for change must be
formulated by a convention. If the determination of necessity is made by the Congress, the concrete proposal
must also be formulated by the Congress. However, even though the ‘initiation stage’ and the ‘formulation
stage’ are linked in this fashion, the two stages are distinct activities, as evidenced by their division in the
state-initiated amendment process.”8
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C. Tools of Congress:
Limited Discretion in Power to Call the Convention:
“We believe that, as a necessary incident of the power to call, Congress has the power initially to determine
whether the conditions which give rise to its duty have been satisfied. Once a determination is made that the
conditions are present, Congress’ duty is clear–it ‘shall’ call a convention.”9
Powers Incident to Choice of Mode of Ratification:
“Congress [has] the power to select the method of ratification and the Supreme Court has made clear that
this power carries with it the power to adopt reasonable regulations with respect to the ratification process.”
10
“[Congressional] Convention planning proposals generally included… a concurrent resolution of
disapproval… of a proposed amendment [either for] a departure from the policy issue for which the
convention had been called [or] failure to follow procedures prescribed in the authorizing legislation.”11

D. Tools of the Courts:
Courts can and will enforce limitations on delegates to a convention:
The Florida State Constitution provides that every twenty years, a Convention shall meet with "authority to
propose constitutional amendments where that authority is limited to dealing with taxation or the state
budgetary process.”12. The Convention delegates interpreted their mandate to include "the power to propose
constitutional amendments regarding state revenue expenditures because expenditures are encompassed
within the state budgetary process... .”13 The Florida Supreme Court disagreed, ruling that the Convention
"exceeded its authority in proposing these two amendments. Accordingly, ... [t]he Secretary of State and all
persons and entities acting under his direction [we]re... enjoined from placing [those] proposed
Amendments… on the November 2008 general election ballot.”14
Courts can and will enforce the constitutional duties of Congress:
Adam Clayton Powell was re-elected to the House of Representatives in 1966 following a scandal.15 The
House voted to refuse to seat him and he sued, contending that the House lacked "authority to exclude any
person, duly elected by his constituents, who meets all the requirements for membership expressly
prescribed in the Constitution.”16 "The Declaratory Judgment Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2201, provides that a district
court may declare the rights of any interested party whether or not further relief is or could be sought.”17
Before the case concluded, Mr. Powell won his next election and was given his seat and so there was no claim
left to make against the House of Representatives, but the Court issued a declaratory judgement that
Congress had no right to deny his seat and therefore he House Clerk must act as though he had been seated
and issue his salary.18

III. Common Sources of Erroneous Information that Appear Credible:

A coalition of groups that opposed the balanced budget amendment from the Eagle Forum and John Birch
Society on the right to Common Cause and the AFL-CIO on the left have been spreading fear about the Article
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the convention effort today, it was not a hard sell, especially for the groups like the Sierra Club who do not
study this kind of issue.20 Other groups, like the ACLU, support Citizens United and so are happy to sign on to
oppose any effort to overturn it.21 With talking points that have circulated amongst these otherwise great
organizations, as well as pressure to follow their allies, it has been difficult to get many of these groups to
even recognize the fact that Common Cause’ letter cites no research and blatantly misrepresents some basic
facts.22
Far too much faith is placed in op-eds:
The Common Cause letter cites multiple op-eds, but no peer reviewed sources. Many Constitutional Scholars
have written such pieces, but not one that has ever published on this issue. For example, one professor who
is an expert in other areas of Constitutional law sat down to write “a simple newspaper op-ed” and he “didn’t
expect to get anyone so excited about this relatively peaceful topic.”23 He asked a law librarian for help
“tracking down a few law review articles (if they exist) that zero in on whether a United States Constitutional
Convention can be limited to a single topic,” but still made significant basic errors because while he is an
expert in some areas of the Constitution, he is not an expert in Article V.24 For example, the professor relied
on a letter published but never peer reviewed by Civil Rights scholar Charles Black.25 The professor was
unaware that Mr. Black’s comments were motivated by his opposition to one particular amendment and his
commentary was very different in his published statements before and after that fight.26
At a recent Senate hearing in Washington, 250 volunteers came out to show support and we presented the
peer reviewed research as laid out above.27 The Wolf-PAC resolution passed the committee unanimously. But
when the op-ed from a respected scholar like the aforementioned Professor was circulated at the last
minute, even intelligent legislators who should know better made the far too common mistake of confusing
the opinion from someone they trust with actual research and no vote was held on the Senate Floor.28
Unfortunately, organizations one would expect to do more research often fall victim to the same mistakes as
op-ed writers in the absence of peer review. The Brennan Center signed on the Common Cause letter, but
has no research on the subject on their website or experts on the topic on staff, only a few blog posts by a
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single writer.29 When asked for a source that backs up his claims, he named “Constitutional Brinksmanship”,
cited above. Neither he, nor the organization, responded to an e-mail showing numerous direct refutations of
his argument from that book.
It is commendable when these mistakes are recognized and corrected, such as when the chair of the Hawaii
State Democratic Party opposed the resolution in 2017, but after hearing out Wolf-PAC and doing more
research, returned the following year to testify in support.30
Politically motivated statements by genuine experts are wrongly treated as peer reviewed research:
In addition to Mr. Black’s letter, opposition groups also frequently cite a letter by former Chief Justice Warren
Burger as though it were a scholarly article.31 In light of the fact that there are no other comments about the
Article V Convention in Justice Burger’s extensive writings and recorded comments on the Constitution and
its creation, little weight should be given to this brief letter supposedly written to Phyllis Schlafly of the Eagle
Forum at a time when the two served together on a commission under President Reagan.32
Blatant misrepresentations originating with The Eagle Forum have found their way into more mainstream
sources. One of their propaganda pieces cites New York Ratifying Convention delegates John Jay and
Alexander Hamilton as being opposed to an Article V Convention.33 In fact, John Jay, with help from
Alexander Hamilton, wrote the New York Circular Letter that called for the first use of Article V Convention
calls, to get the amendments demanded by so many State Conventions.34 The piece quotes Madison’s
opposition to this effort, but the opposition was only because he believed that fundamental changes to how
Congress functions, as many of the States had requested, should not be made before Congress has a chance
to function at all.35 Madison responded to the pressure from Jay and Hamilton by proposing the Bill of Rights
himself. Madison later went on to support other Convention calls, writing:
“Should the provisions of the Constitution as here reviewed, be found not to secure the Government
and rights of the States, against usurpations and abuses on the part of the United States, the final
resort within the purview of the Constitution, lies in an amendment of the Constitution, according to
a process applicable by the States.”36
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Scholars are often quoted out of context:
Modern scholars, too, are taken out of context so frequently that it is now easy to find credible sources
misrepresenting them. Professor Tribe has often been quoted out of context by opponents of the use of the
Article V Convention process.37 In fact, Professor Tribe opposed the use of the process to obtain a balanced
budget amendment. But as he made clear in 2011, he does believe that restoring free and fair elections is an
issue for which the convention process may be appropriate.38 He also answered a question by Wolf-PAC
founder Cenk Uygur about the open questions by stating that Congress can propose basic regulations over
the Convention process, but cannot abuse this power to alter the ability of the States to seek the amendment
for which they called.39 And finally, he said that he “would object very much to someone who said that
because [he doesn’t] know the answer to all of the questions about an Article V Convention [he] would
oppose ever having one and that is why [he’s] made very clear that [he doesn’t] take that view.”40

IV. Conclusion:

This paper is only a small sampling of the research on the subject. It is telling that the higher the quality of
the source, the more definitively it came to the conclusion that a convention can be limited and that all peer
reviewed sources agree that a limited purpose convention call cannot lead to an amendment on another
subject.41 The first truly thorough study was the ABA Report cited above. In that report was written by a
committee that “consisted of two Federal judges,… [three] law school deans [including John Feerick of
Fordham University who presented the testimony],... two former presidents of State constitutional
conventions,... a former Deputy Attorney General of the United States, [and] the assistance of a judge… in
the District of Columbia…. The committee met for 2 years, met often, to study the questions associated with
this particular article of the Constitution. [They] were aided in [their] study by a dozen law students from six
or seven law schools. Those law school students put together several volumes of work papers on these issues
before the committee.”42 In presenting the conclusion of this exhaustive report in 1979, Dean Feerick said:
“It was the view of our committee that if two-thirds of the States called for a National Constitutional
Convention, limited to a particular subject matter, that that Constitutional Convention had to be
called by the Congress and that Constitutional Convention had no more authority than to deal with
the subject matter giving rise to the call for a convention.
In other words, it was our conclusion that legislation could limit a Constitutional Convention to a
particular subject matter. We felt that the State legislatures that have the power under article V to
call for a Constitutional Convention, could exercise a limited amount of its authority and call for a
limited-purpose convention, and we felt that if two-thirds of the States concurred in a particular
limited way, that Congress’ duty under article V was clear, and that was to call such a limited
convention.” - John D. Feerick, Dean of Fordham University, Law School43
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